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THE NEXT NANNI SHOWS
Yachting Festival de Cannes - France

10-15 September

Nanni Industries / stand 167

Southampton - UK

13-22 September

Nanni Importer - AR Peachment & PME

Grand Pavois La Rochelle - France

18 - 20 September

Distributor Nanni - PMPP

Genoa- Italy

19-24 September

Nanni Importer- Ranieri Tonissi SpA

NANNI/MOTUL : A POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP
More than a partnership, the history between Nanni and Motul represents more than 20 years of trust and loyalty

Motul remains Nanni’s first choice for oil to equip its marine engines with. Especially so for the running in of the engines, so that the engines deliver their maximum performance in optimal conditions.
Two brands, two stories, two specialists in their fields…
The comptence of Nanni in the development of marine propulsion engines since 1952, and the experience of Motul in
the production of very high quality oil, a reference in the autosport, is a perfect combination.
This is why Nanni recommends the oil from Motul for the maintenance of your engines and has therefore decided to
augment her service offer, by proposing you as of now a lubricating oil range at preferential conditions.

DISCOVER THE LAST NANNI POWERED APPLICATIONS
Nanni is proud to present you the latest boats powered by Nanni.
Rescue boat in Russia
The Russian association of rescue boats have chosen to power their last
Rescue boat with T6.420 TDI engines.
Thanks to our ofificial Russian Importer, TEX.

Catamaran in the Philippines
This transport Party boat in the Philippines, is powered with twin N9.380 engines.
Thanks to our official importer for the Philippines, HEXAGON.

CLIENT SATISFACTION IN THE SOCIAL MEDIA

Post from our officiel Nanni Importer - Motocraft SA
Vidéo from shipyard Saronic who presents its boat Sar 640
powered by our N4.140

Post from shipyard Cockwells from the UK
Picture of the ultra compact installation of the T4.205 in
a Duchy 27 , sold by AR Peachment– Official importer
for the UK
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